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Roses are red and violets are blue, 
Fitting since love is something you can misconstrue. 
But what a fucking stupid lie and sentiment?  
Take Jack for instance, a boy whose heart is open for rent.  
 

He has all the makings of a good enough guy; 
He’s not ugly, nor fat, but neither is he coy or sly.  
He’s not mean or selfish, but nor is he a knight. 
Jack is, in a word, normal and, in presence, slight. 

 
This isn’t an unusual story for anyone who has ever had a crush, 
the quest for love isn’t honest or remotely about a breaths soft hush. 
Or ever about the romance of morning light streaming through windows. 
Instead, it’s about sex, lies, and poorly performed innuendos.  
 

Jack knows this like he knows his hands and tries to compensate, 
He does what he can to make himself a suitable mate. 
He lies, and says that he likes to work out in the gym, 
He pretends he likes to talk sports and beer filled to the brim. 

 
Jack wants nothing more than to be loved like a prince. 
He sits alone wondering what he has to do to convince, 
A man to win the battle of his heart evermore. 
Jack knows love’s true nature but could hardly care anymore. 
 

He’s fed up with the incomprehensible irony of being gay; 
That after surviving the jeers, the attacks and being castaway, 
After the loneliness of empty playgrounds and forgotten birthdays, 
That it is now that he must fight to be more of a man every-day. 

 
For the men he wants don’t want him, they never could. 
The men he wants are men who seem to embody true manhood. 
The men he wants are the men all men like him see as gods. 
The men he wants are the kind of men you get when you beat all the odds.  
 

Jack will never find a man like that to kiss and hold; 
Jack will never fucking be enough for that man to uphold. 
Jack will never kiss, touch, smile, or share his bed with this ideal 
Jack isn’t and never will be the man who experiences the surreal. 

 
But that doesn’t stop Jack from hoping and from wishing, 
From the pursuit to fill the spot with what he knows is missing. 
It’s why today he’ll ask out the guy that keeps catching his smile, 
He’ll be courageous and try to win the man with wit and guile. 
 

But this isn’t a fairy tale and Jack isn’t Prince Charming. 
The man will do what he can to seem unalarming, 
But will     ultimately tell Jack that he’s not the one, now or ever. 
And Jack will take the pieces of his heart and piece them back together, 
And tell himself that it’s because one day his patience will give him someone better. 

 
 
It’s a lie.   



 
   


